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Vitrified

Glazed
Unglazed 

Unpolished
Unglazed 
Polished

Sintered 
Compact 
Surface 

 GVT 600 x 600

 GVT 600 x 1200

 GVT 198 x 1200

Outdoor Application :

 600x1200x15 MM

Klima :

 600x1200

 600x600

 300x300

Igneous :

 600x600

Barefoot+

 600x600

 600x1200

Detroit Metal:

 600x1200

 FB 600 x 600

 Retro

 Newport

 Cupid

 Coarstone

 FB 600 x 1200

 Retro

 Coarstone

 Orter

 Riverstone

 Seastone

 FB 800x800

 Orter

 Steps & Riser

 series 8

 PRISM

 DC 600 x 600

 DC 600x1200

 DC 800x800

 DC 1000 x 1000

 GVT 800 x 1600

 GVT 900 x 1800

 GVT 1200 x 1200

 GVT 800 x 2400x15

 GVT 1200 x 2400

 GVT 1200x1800

 GVT 1200x1800x15



Ceramic

Wall Tiles Floor Tiles

 300 x 600 mm
 300 x 450 mm
 300 x 300 mm (matching floor)
 200 x 600 mm
 250 x 375 mm
 200 x 300 mm
 300 x 600 mm Elevation

 300 x 300 mm Unrectified
 396 x 396 mm
 600 x 600 mm



RAK Ceramics
High Performance – Technical Tiles

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF VITRIFIED TILE

PARAMETER NAME OTHER BRANDS RAK

WATER ABSORPTION Less than 0.08 % Less than 0.02 %

MOR 38 N/mm² 49 N/mm²

CRAZING 2 Cycle Pass 4 Cycle Pass

Own LAB at MORBI Not Available Own Lab at MORBI



SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY

Innovation is the heart of RAK Ceramics philosophy and the company is a pioneer in introducing hi-tech

innovations that are a breakthrough in the industry and a world leader in the production of Vitrified tiles

ideal for use of indoor & outdoor spaces for wall and floor coverings for residential, retail and industrial

projects.



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology



RAK 
Series 8
Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



 First time in India.

 Surface Hardness Level : 8 on Mohs Scale

 Combined with the technology for DIGITAL

DECORATION, the new system allows the

creation of materials with extraordinary

natural and structured characteristics of great

aesthetic values.

Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



 For heavy traffic areas, we need tiles with
high technical performance. So, we are
using Full Body tiles in such application
areas.

 But, full body tiles have limited aesthetic
value.

 Aesthetic Value is best achieved in Glazed
Vitrified tiles with the use of digital
decoration and different textures.

Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



 So we have introduced a new technology
wherein we can achieve Digital decoration
on full body.

 Series 8 is our offering which combines
the advantage of both Full Body tiles &
Glazed Vitrified Tiles.

 Series 8 is available in natural, structured
and matt materials of great aesthetic
value to provide architects and interior
designers the perfect solution for their
contemporary design needs.

Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



Digitally Decorated Full Body Tiles



RAK-Sanit
Anti Bacterial Tiles & Sanitaryware



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit
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RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit

 For Hygienic sensitive areas like Hospitals, pharmaceuticals, food
processing, labs, schools, public toilets etc, there is need of anti bacterial
surface.

 RAK – SANit provides 99.99 % Bacterial reduction, thereby reducing the
chance of Hospital Acquired infection.

 It is effective within 8 hours

 It is permanent protection. As this is not coating on the tiles, it will not
wither away during the course of time.



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit

 Anti Bacterial properties are achieved by use of special Silver ions in the
glazes during the manufacturing process of the tiles. Thus, this silver ions
becomes integral part of the SANit tiles.

 Once bacteria comes into contact with the tiled surface, the silver ions
initiate the elimination cycle.

 Silver ions in the antibacterial tile surface bind to enzymes, proteins, cell
membranes and the DNA of the microbe to damage DNA and block
reproduction. Thus the bacterial is killed resulting in hygienic safe surface.



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Sanit



RAK 
Barefoot+ 
Antislip (A+B+C)



BAREFOOT+ 
AntiSlip (A+B+C)

All products equipped with Barefoot + technology become anti-slip in wet 
conditions



BAREFOOT+ 
AntiSlip (A+B+C)

Slip-resistance of Tiles in publicly accessible areas are distinguished 
according to those that are walked over barefoot or in footwear.



BAREFOOT+ 
AntiSlip (A+B+C)

Slip-resistance properties in Commercial Areas :



BAREFOOT+ 
AntiSlip (A+B+C)

Slip-resistance properties in Barefoot Areas :



BAREFOOT+ 
AntiSlip (A+B+C)

 Barefoot+ is a product designed to achieve Non-Slip surfaces with High
Technical Performances.

 Special Glass-Ceramic Glaze.

 More pleasant surface texture than traditional Anti Slip Tiles

 Excellent Mechanical Characteristics.



BAREFOOT+ 
AntiSlip (A+B+C)

Slip-resistance Results :

Technical Properties :



RAK Ceramics
Superior Technology - Barefoot





 Heat Adaptive Tiles

 Cool Roof Tiles



 Heat Adaptive Tiles



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

 Klima is a new generation Vitrified Tiles that, thanks to special materials, is able to 

absorb and repel heat according to individual needs. 

 Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications, for flooring or external walls.

 It achieves maximum comfort with minimum energy impact.



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

OUTDOOR FLOORING

When installed on outdoor flooring, Klima repels
the heat from sunlight, resisting high
temperatures.
Even with significant sun exposure, the surface is
not burning hot and floor remains cool and
pleasant to walk on with bare feet.



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

INDOOR FLOORING

When applied on indoor flooring, Klima retains
room heat and releases it over the entire surface,
producing a warmer feel than a standard floor.

Ideal for surfaces that provide a wood-like effect,
imparting a warmth and a comfort to be
experienced.



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

On External Ventilated Façade or Cladding, during
summers, Klima will not allow the heat to transfer
inside the building from outside. Also, during
Winters, Klima will not allow the heat to dissipate
outside the building, thus maintaining the ambient
temperature of the building.
Klima helps limit heat dispersion while maintaining
a steady indoor temperature. An innovative
solution that helps reduce room energy demands.



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Coral Stone 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Coral Stone Beige 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Coral Stone Grey 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Coral Stone Ivory 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Coral Stone Light Grey 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Salento 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Salento Beige 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Salento Brown 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles

Salento Grey 600x1200



Heat Adaptive Vitrified Tiles



 Cool Roof Tiles -10mm Thickness



Cool Roof Vitrified Tiles

What is Cool Roof ?

 KLIMA cool roof is a new generation ceramic that thanks to special materials, is able to repel

heat. A cool roof is one that reflects most of the incident sunlight and efficiently emits some

of the absorbed radiation back into the atmosphere, instead of conducting it to the building

below.

 As a result the roof literally stays cooler, with lower surface temperatures, keeping the

building at a cooler and more constant temperature. This helps to achieve maximum comfort

with minimum energy impact.

 These roofs have higher solar reflectance than a typical roof surface.



Cool Roof Vitrified Tiles

Salient Features

 It has an astonishing Solar Reflective Index (SRI) value greater than 90.

 It is an antiskid tile having slip resistance R10, which is non-slippery and safe to walk on.

 These roofs have higher solar reflectance than a typical roof surface.

Applications

 Building roofs, Balconies, Exterior façade cladding, Pavements

Benefits

 Reducing the temperature by 10 to 15 degree Celsius as compared to outdoors.

 Reduce global warming and save electricity

 Better indoor comfort

 Minimize load on cooling appliances.



Cool Roof Vitrified Tiles – SRI Certificate



Cool Roof Vitrified Tiles – SRI Certificate



RAK 
THROUGH BODY VEINING 
Slabs as real as natural marble
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THROUGH BODY VEINING 
Slabs as real as natural marble



THROUGH BODY VEINING 
Slabs as real as natural marble

 Through-Body Veining is RAK Ceramics’ innovative breakthrough in reproducing natural

marble and stone veins that pass through the thickness of the slab’s body.

 This technology gives slab a unique design feature, having a consistent marble veining,

from the surface to the body until the base - a total synchronization.



THROUGH BODY VEINING 
Slabs as real as natural marble

No Two are Alike

 With the use of advanced printing technology, the design repetition is minimized

resulting to mesmerizing geometric patterns and creative random motifs.



THROUGH BODY VEINING 
Slabs as real as natural marble



THROUGH BODY VEINING 
Slabs as real as natural marble

SAINT LORENT VIAREGGIO GRIGIO VENATO PIASENTINA XL



RAK 
LUCE 
Translucent Tiles for Special Environments



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Light becomes a design tool in the hands of the designer and through elegant surfaces 

contributes to enrich special environments, making them magical.



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments
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LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

 The translucid body of Luce is made with a very high purity of raw materials containing 

special and high quality clays and feldspars.

 As the body is pure white, the ink development is more advanced than other products.

 When illuminated, Luce’s special body gives a soft glow and really transforms the design 

from a plain tile to a soft natural marble.

 Size : 1200x2600 mm

 Thickness : 6mm



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

7 different graphics and colors in marble and onyx effect, that replicate the natural ability 
of the stones to filter the light.



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Bahia Azul 120x160 ATB62LUCEBAZZHSC6P



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Marble White 120x260



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Onyx Harlequin ATB62LUCEOHNZHSC6P



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Onyx Green Jade ATB62LUCEOGJZHSC6P



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Onyx Ivory 120x260 ATB62LUCEOIVZHSC6P



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Onyx Arco Red 120x260 ATB62LUCEOARZHSC6P



LUCE 
Translucent tiles for special environments

Luce Onyx White 120x260 ATB62LUCEONYZHSC6P



RAK

IGNEOUS



RAK Igneous

 RAK introduces Igneous having Moh’s scale of hardness 9. This means

that it will be scratched by Diamond only.

 This is GVT surface available in 600x600.

 Suitable for both commercial and residential application.



RAK Igneous



RAK Igneous

 Moh’s scale of hardness is a qualitative scale developed to measure the
relative scratch resistance level.

 It is a scale of 1-10

 10 represents highest scratch resistance level and 1 represents lowest
scratch resistance level.

 Material having higher scratch resistance level will scratch the material
which is having lower scratch resistance level.

 Hardest material is diamond and its Moh’s scale of hardness is 10.



AARON 600X1200X15 MM

Outdoor Collection



RAK Aaron 600x1200x15 MM

 Slip Resistance : R10

 Resistant to Sunlight & Fading

 Highly Durable

 Suitable for Outdoor

applications – pools, parking,

heavy commercial area, etc



RAK Aaron 600x1200x15 MM



L VALUES



L Values

L Values indicates the level of reflecting brightness thereby giving comparatively more contrast to the 

surrounding.





Thank You


